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Those sneaky eggs 
in all places unseen,
Like clue number four
hidden under a screen.

Oh, Little Bunny
a clue can be gleaned,
If you look closely
where laundry gets cleaned!

Hop, Hop Little Bunny
to clue number one,
You'll find your first clue
where your bathing is done.  

You're on the right trail
to sniff out those eggs!
The next clue is hiding
under something with legs.

Hippity hop, 
on the right track!
The number three clue
is where dishes get stacked!

You smart Little Bunny!
You found the last clue!
You'll find the treasure
where  sleep finds you!

Hop, Hop, Hop
to the next three clues!
You'll soon discover one
next to your shoes!

Scamper this way
Little Bunny, go look!
This clue is waiting
inside a favorite book!

You're so very clever
Little Bunny, it's true,
In a drawer with utensils
You'll find this next clue!

We're nearing the end
Just two clues to find,
Look where food is kept cold
I hope you don't mind!
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Those sneaky eggs 
in places you can't see,
Like the next clue
hidden by roots of a tree.

Oh, Little Bunny
you've got a superpower!
This clue is hiding
by something that flowers. 

You're on the right trail!
The secret is shush,
The next clue is hiding
under a bush.

Hippity hop, 
be sure not to pass!
The next clue is hiding
by a bit of green grass.

You smart Little Bunny!
You've almost won!
Your treasure is hiding
where first you'd begun!

Hop, Hop, Hop
you may need to exert!
For you only will find 
this clue in the dirt!

Scamper this way
Little Bunny, and search
Your clue is hanging
where only birds perch!

You're so very clever
Little Bunny, it's true,
Look in a pile of sticks
To find your next clue!

We're nearing the end
Just three clues to find,
"X" marks the spot
I hope you don't mind!
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Hop, Hop Little Bunny
now starts the clock,
You'll find your first clue
if you look for some rocks.



Those sneaky eggs 
in all places unseen,
Like the next clue
hidden by something green.

Oh, Little Bunny
your clue can be found,
Only if you look closely
for something brown!

Hop, Hop Little Bunny
and let's start the fun,
You'll find your first clue
by a tag as orange as the  sun.  

You're on the right trail
Closer than you think!
The next clue is hiding
under something that's pink.

Hippity hop, 
on the right track!
Onto the next clue
look for something black!

You smart Little Bunny!
You found the last clue!
You'll find the treasure
by something that's blue!

Hop, Hop, Hop
onto the next clue!
By something that's yellow
you know what to do!

Scamper this way
Little Bunny, take flight
Your clue is waiting
if you find something white!

You're so very clever
Little Bunny, I said,
Now open your eyes
to the color that's red.

We're nearing the end
Just two clues to find,
Look for a purple tag
I hope you don't mind!
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